Methods for Identifying Mice at ABR
Why identify individual mice?
Individual mice need to be identified at the time of tissue sampling for genotyping.
Occasionally, a researcher may wish to identify individuals in non-GM lines in order to
collect specific data from each individual (e.g. feeding trials and weight gain).
What are the methods used by ABR to identifying individual mice?
Ear marking – sections of the ear are removed with
specific positions relating to the final two numbers of
the animal ID. Please see page 3 for examples.
Tail tattoos – the tail is tattooed with the final two
numbers of the animal ID in UV fluorescent blue ink.
Non-fluorescent black ink is also available by special
request.
Why are two identification methods used by ABR?
ABR historically used ear marking to identify mice but began to introduce tail tattooing
in 2014 as a superior technique. Following extensive optimisation of tail tattooing we
preference this identification method.
What are the advantages and disadvantages of tail tattoos?
Advantages
• Don’t require you to remember a numbering system in the same way ear marking
does.
• They are easy to read and therefore minimise error rates in identifying mice.
• They can be done one week earlier than ear marking. Consequently, genotypes
for the individuals can be received one week earlier, when tail tips are the
selected tissue type, (ear tissue is taken at 3 weeks).
• They are minimally invasive for the mice
Disadvantages
• A UV torch is needed to read blue ink tattoos on mice with dark tails.
Is the tail tattooing distressing for the animals?
ABR have AEC approval to tattoo both conscious and anaesthetised animals. While most
strains show minimal signs of stress/discomfort during tail tattooing, if any strains
display signs of stress/discomfort the staff will anaesthesia them during the procedure
using isoflurane gas. Comprehensive training in the tail tattooing is provided to ABR
staff, and technicians new to the process are supervised until key competencies are
achieved.
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Will I still be able to see the tail vein for intravenous injections?
Researchers currently using the tail tattoo identification method have reported that the
tail tattoo does not interfere with tail vein injections
Will the colour from the UV tattoo interfere with bioluminescence imaging?
In the majority cases there has been little to no reported incidence of interference from
tail tattoos when conducting bioluminescence imaging. If it is a problem then options to
cover the tattoo whilst imaging may be considered. Non-fluorescent black ink can be
used on special request.
I’m not sure about changing practices, how can ABR help me with this?
ABR are willing to offer mice that have both ear marking and tail tattooing as a shortterm practice to demonstrate the benefits of tail tattoos.
What type of UV torch is needed to see the UV tattoos?
ABR have conducted extensive research into the most effective UV torches. We are able
to provide you with details of the specific model used at ABR.
What do the tail tattoos look like?

Where can I find further information?
Please refer to the Somark website for additional information about the tail tattoo
technology we use. https://mysensalab.com/labstamp/
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